
COMPETITION REGULATIONS 
6th Kociewski International Photography Competition 

FOTO-TERMEDYJE 2024

GENERAL REGULATIONS

1. The organizer of the Foto - Termedyje 2024 Photography Competition, hereinafter referred to as
the „Competition”,  is  the Kociewskie Stowarzyszenie Fotograficzne KRS 0000717871, with its
registered office at ul. Kręta 10, Frank, 83-260 Kaliska, hereinafter referred to as the „Organizer”.

2. Objectives of the Competition: 
a) promoting the natural and architectural values of Poland, 
b) arousing interest in the Polish region of Kociewie among participants, 
c) developing the artistic sensitivity of photographers from around the world and the opportunity to
present their works regarding people, nature and architecture from around the world.

3.The subject of the competition are photographs taken by participants entered in the competition.

4. The competition has four topics:
- Poland, my love;
- And God created woman;
- I love Kociewie more than life itself;
-  Wonders of the world.

5. The winning works will be published on the KSF website: www.ksf.com.pl, the association's
fanpage.  Additionally,  a  printed  folder  with  photos  selected  by  the  competition  jury  will  be
published.

6. The organizer reserves the right to award distinctions.

7. The post-competition gala of works and participants with the award ceremony will take place on
May 25, 2024. The location will be announced by February 1, 2024 via social media.

ACCEPTANCE OF WORKS

1. Participation in the competition costs PLN 60 for adults and PLN 30 for youth under 18 (with
parental  consent)  for participants from Poland,  and EUR 15 for participants (adults  only)  from
abroad.

2.  Works should be sent  to  the e-mail  address  kotiewskie.sf@gmail.com,  (with  the title:  Photo
Competition - Termedyje, name and surname) along with: 
- transfer confirmation, 
- completed and signed registration form, 
- permission to publish the image (if the photograph contains an image of a person), 
- parental consent to participate in the competition (if the participant of the competition is a minor).

3. Payments should be made to the account number: ING Bank Śląski 1610 5017 6410 0000 9031
4697 53.



4. Each participant can send one photo for each topic in an electronic version. Photo size: maximum
3 mb, not less than 2 mb. Each photo should be titled by the competition participant.

5.  The  submitted  works  should  be  described  according  to  the  following  template:
Name_Surname_Category Title photos.

6. Schedule: 
- acceptance of photographic works for the competition: from January 10, 2024 to April 30, 2024 
- appointment of the jury and evaluation of the submitted works: May 10-15, 2024 
- award ceremony and gala closing the competition: May 25, 2024 
- awarded participants will be notified by e-mail no later than May 20, 2024. This information will
also be published on the Association's fanpage.

7. Works should be sent with the registration form attached, which is attached as Appendix 1.

8. Photos must be saved in JPG format.

9.  The  use  of  photomontages  involving  combining  photo  elements  from different  files  is  not
allowed.

10. The organizer reserves the right  to  disqualify works that do not  meet the above-mentioned
requirements.

11. If the competition photos contain an image of a person, when sending the photo, the participant
is obliged to attach a written statement of the person in the photo that he or she has consented to the
free publication and dissemination of his or her image.

JURY

1. The Organizer appoints the Competition Jury, hereinafter referred to as the "Jury".

2. All photos submitted to the Competition are subject to evaluation by the Jury.

3. The decisions made by the Jury are final and legally binding on all Competition participants.

GRAND PRIX

1. Among the 12 winning photos, one Grand Prix prize worth PLN 5,000 will be awarded.

AWARDS

1. Twelve winning competition works will be awarded prizes for a total amount of PLN 15,000
(approx. USD 4,000), and a Grand Prix worth PLN 5,000 will also be awarded.

2. Competition prizes cannot be exchanged for cash.

3.  The jury reserves  the right  to  divide  the  prizes  differently,  not  to  award a  prize in  a  given
category, or to award additional prizes to the Competition Participants.

4.  The  competition  organizer  reserves  the  right  to  publish  the  names  and  surnames  of  the
competition winners and to place this information in the organizer's advertising materials and in the



press, media and the Internet.

5. The winners of the Competition will be informed about how to collect the prize by e-mail..

6. After the competition, the winners are required to sign a protocol on receiving the prize.

7. Prizes not collected by June 25, 2024 will be forfeited and become the property of the Organizer.

COMMITTEE

1.  A Commission  will  be  appointed  to  control  the  correctness  of  the  Competition,  which  will
include representatives of the Organizer.

2.  The  Commission  will  supervise  the  implementation  of  all  obligations  arising  from  these
Regulations by the Organizer.

3. After the deliberations, minutes will be prepared by the appointed Committee.

FINAL PROVISIONS

1. The regulations of this Competition are available at the Organizer's office and on the website
www.ksf.com.pl.

2. By completing the registration form, the Competition Participant declares that: a) he is the author
of  the  attached  photographs,  b)  he  has  exclusive  and  unlimited  copyrights  to  the  submitted
photographs, which, as photographic works, are free from any legal defects and are not encumbered
with the rights and claims of third parties. third parties; c) agrees to publish the photos on the
website  www.ksf.com.pl  and  on  the  association's  social  networking  site  during  and  after  the
competition, d) agrees to publish the photos at the post-competition gala only for purposes strictly
related to the Competition.

3. Persons who do not meet any of the requirements set out in these Regulations or provide false
information will be automatically disqualified.

4. The organizers do not take legal responsibility for the submitted works and reserve the right to
immediately disqualify the photos in the event of a suspected violation of the Regulations.

5. In matters not regulated by these Regulations, the relevant provisions of the Civil Code will
apply.

6. The organizers do not claim to transfer copyright or property rights to the submitted works, they
remain the intellectual property of the authors.

7. Competition Participants have the right to access their data and correct it or request its removal;
for this purpose, they should contact the Organizer, who is the data administrator. Providing data
(which, in the absence of the above-mentioned consents, will be processed in order to perform the 
above-mentioned obligations related to the Competition and consider complaints of the Competition
Participants) is voluntary, but necessary to participate in the Competition.

8. The Competition Regulations enter into force on January 10, 2024.

http://www.ksf.com.pl/


Appendix 1
FREGISTRATION FORM

6th International Kociewski Photography Competition
FOTO - TERMEDYJE 2024

Name

Last name

Nationality/ Domicile

E-mail adress

Phone number

Submitted photos: File name:

Topic
competition

My Poland love

And God
created woman

I  love  Kociewie
more than life itself

Wonders of the 
world

The form and photos should be sent to:  kociewskie.sf@gmail.com

Statement:
1. I declare that I am the author of the photos I am submitting to participate in the Competition. At the same time,
I declare that the rights of the people included in the photos have been clarified and they consent to the exhibition
and publication of photos showing them also for advertising purposes of the Competition. I also accept all claims
of any nature related to the photos I sent and which third parties could bring against the Competition Organizer.
2. Pursuant to Art. 13 section 1 and 2 of the Regulation of the European Parliament and of the EU Council
2016/679 of 26/04/2016. on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and
repealing  Directive  95/46  EC  (General  Data  Protection  Regulation  -  GDPR),  I  declare  that  I  accept  the
Regulations of the "Poland VII Wonder of the World" Photography Competition, with which I have read. I also
consent to the processing of my personal data by the Competition Organizer for organizational and promotional
purposes. I also consent to the publication of photos from the event in the media and to the publication of my
personal data if I am on the list of distinguished or awarded people.

…………………………………………………………………………..
date and author's signature

mailto:kociewskie.sf@gmail.com


Appendix 1

…………………………..
Place, date

Permission to publish the image

I,  the  undersigned...............................................................................................................................,

with identification ID card no.................................................., I hereby voluntarily and consciously

grant to Mr./Mr......................................................................................................................................,

free  consent  for  the  publication  of  my image  immortalized  in  a  photograph  taken  for  the  6th

International Kociewski Photography Competition, FOTO - TERMEDYJE 2024.

At the same time, I declare that I have been informed in a clear and understandable manner about my rights
related to the protection of my personal data, in particular the right to request the above-mentioned a person as the
administrator of my personal data, access to them, rectification, deletion or limitation of processing, objection to
processing, transfer of data,  as well as the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority and the
possibility of withdrawing consent to their processing.

.............................................................................
Signature of the authorizing party



Appendix 3

…………………………..
Place, date

Consent to the participation of a minor

I,  the  undersigned....….........................................................................................................................,

with identification ID card no.............…..............................................................................................,

I give consent to the minor ..................................................................................................................,

to participate in the FOTO - TERMEDYJE 2024 photography competition.

At the same time, I declare that I have been informed in a clear and understandable manner about my rights
related to the protection of my personal data, in particular the right to request the above-mentioned a person as the
administrator of my personal data, access to them, rectification, deletion or limitation of processing, objection to
processing, transfer of data,  as well as the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority and the
possibility of withdrawing consent to their processing.

............................................................................

         Signature of the authorizing party


